Intro to Queen Rearing
This presentation is geared toward the beginner queen rearer / breeder who is just getting started and
wants to know how to make their own queens. Different methods of Queen Rearing, Some of the
equipment required, pros and cons, and recommendations on how to get started. Based on my
experience as a Queen Breeder in our location and climate. (Central West Virginia and Ohio colder
climates)
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Perhaps the first question you should ask yourself is if you
want to be a Queen Breeder, or a Queen Rearer?

A Queen Rearer is a person who makes queens but doesn’t get involved
in the process of evaluating, record keeping, or selective breeding to
improve their stock.
Typically they will buy breeder queens from someone and sell
daughters to help spread those good genetics.
A Queen Breeder is a person who also makes queens, but spends a lot
of time evaluating their stock, record keeping, and selective breeding
with the goal of improving their stock and breeding specific traits into
their stock.
Typically these folks make the breeder queens that are sold to the
Queen Rearer to help spread the genetics. Sometimes they will
also sell limited amounts of stock to the public.

Both the Queen Rearer and the Queen Breeder need to start out in the same place.
How to successfully make queens!

There are many ways of making queens.
(Making Queens = Making Increases)
Method

Difficulty

Number of Queens / Time

Walk-Away Split

Easiest

Low / Slow

Cutting Swarm Cells

Easy (requires wax foundation)

Varies / Slow

Cutting Emergency Cells

Easy (requires wax foundation)

Varies / Slow

Alley Method

Easy (requires wax foundation)

Varies / Slow

Notching

Moderate

Varies / Slow

OTS (Mel Disselkoen)

Moderate

Varies / Slow

Cell Punch Method

Moderate

Moderate / Moderate

Nicot System

Moderate

Moderate / Moderate

Grafting (Doolittle Method)

Advanced

High / Fast

Decisions, Decisions…

Deciding on which method to use depends your goals:
• How good is your vision?
• How good are your fine motor skills?
• Is it just you making queens, or do you have help?
• How many queens do you want to make per week, month, or season?
• How good are you at planning, setting a schedule and sticking strictly to it?

How good is your vision?
How good are your fine motor skills?
For the Grafting of Doolittle Method, you are manually pulling out day old larvae from the brood
frames and placing it in queen cell cups. This requires a good eye, fine motor skills, and some practice.

How good are you at planning, setting a schedule and sticking strictly to it?

What’s the first thing you need?

The more colonies you have to start out
with the better!
If I had to give a minimum number to start
with for raising queens, I would say
probably 10 colonies
Yes, it can be done with less, but you are
going to be slower starting and producing
fewer queens.
Wither you are rearing queens or breeding
queens. Always try to start with the best
stock you can get. Preferably something
that has already lived through a winter in
your area.

Bees!

Where do you get the best stock to start out with?

Chances are, you already have a good line of stock to start out with!
If you’ve bees for more than one winter and they are producing honey
for you and you are happy with their traits, then start with what you
have! They are already survivors in your climate and that’s better then
95% of the packages bees you can purchase!

If your current stock doesn’t suit your goals, then the next option would
be to buy an Artificially Inseminated Breeder Queen or two. They are
usually much more expensive that an open mated queen, but they do
give you a jump start on genetics and traits that might take you years to
breed up to on your own.

What about starting with package bees?

If you don’t have any other options, you can start out with packages bees, but from my
experience, in our climate, you need to start out with them in the spring, and immediately
requeen them with a better queen as soon as they get started and have some brood.
Late start packages don’t tend to do well in our climate. Especially if they are southern
packages with generic queens.

If you are starting from scratch, go for NUCs if you can, and
even better if you can get NUCs local to you!

What’s the next thing your going to need?

Lots of extra equipment!

5 Frame NUC
Boxes

8 or 10 Frame Full
Size Deep Boxes

Mating NUCs for getting
the Virgin Queens you
make Open Mated

Walk-Away Split

Pros and Cons…
pros

cons

Since this is done with a fair amount of brood,
you have essentially made an increase. You will
end up with a new queen and nuc this way!

This method is slow, and you can’t do it a lot, or
you will deplete your colonies population too
much for our climate. They need to be strong to
overwinter here.

You need to make these sort of splits to raise your
The new virgin queen might not have a
colony numbers for sustainability. If your goal is to successful mating flight, in which case you would
loose the new nuc if not careful. Check the new
become a queen breeder, you’ll need at least
nuc for a laying queen in about 28 days!
100 colonies in order to do the evaluation and
selection required.
Does NOT require a separate mating nuc box.

Takes 28 days to produce only 1 mated queen.

These two methods both require that you are using wax foundation in
your colonies, or no foundation.

Cutting Swarm Cells requires that you crowd your bees to the point
where they are preparing for swarming. Then with a sharp knife, cut
out all the cells once they are capped and place them one or two
each into queenless mating nucs.

Cutting Emergency Cells is a similar method, that requires the colony
to be healthy and strong, then cage and remove the existing queen
and the bees will automatically begin making emergency cells. Once
the cells are capped, they can be cut out and placed one or two
each into queenless mating nucs.
There’s a long going debate as to which type of cell is best. I’ll save
that debate for another lecture. 

There are lots of variations of this method, but like the other cell cutting methods, it can only be
done on wax foundation or foundationless comb, preferably no wires!
This method works by cutting a strip of brood comb out of a frame that has approximately one
day old larvae in it and affixing it by some method so that the cells are hanging vertical in a
colony that has been made queenless (or believes they are queenless).

Miller Method Variation

Pros and Cons…
pros

cons

You don’t need to learn to graft with this method.
You only need to determine the correct larvae
age.

Requires a separate mating nuc.

Doesn’t require specialized or expensive
equipment.

Can make a decent number of queens, but not
enough for a large operation that is selling
queens.

Can make a variable number of queen cells. The
stronger the starter colony, the more queen cells
they will make.

Can’t use plastic foundation as most larger
operations do to save time.

There are lots of variations of this method, but like the other cell cutting methods, it can only be
done on wax foundation or foundationless comb, preferably no wires!
This method works by making a notch in a brood frame with your hive tool, removing the
bottom section of the cell where proper aged larvae lay. Another method is to cut notches
out of a brood frame with proper aged larvae causing the cells to be made at the bottom of
the notches. Works best if the colony has been made queenless (or believes they are
queenless).

Pros and Cons…
pros

cons

You don’t need to learn to graft with this method.
You only need to determine the correct larvae
age.

Requires a separate mating nuc.

Doesn’t require specialized or expensive
equipment.

Can make a decent number of queens, but not
enough for a large operation that is selling
queens.

Can make a variable number of queen cells. The
stronger the starter colony, the more queen cells
they will make.

Can’t use plastic foundation as most larger
operations do to save time.

Can only be done on wax foundation or foundationless comb
This method works by using a heated round tool to quickly melt out a plug from a brood frame
with one 24 hour old larvae and cell in the plug. Then the plugs are attached to a cell starter
frame using melted beeswax. Works best if the colony has been made queenless (or believes
they are queenless).

Pros and Cons…
pros

cons

You don’t need to learn to graft with this method.
You only need to determine the correct larvae
age.

Requires a separate mating nuc.

Cell punch tool is easy to make and very durable

Lots of queen cells can be made this way but
takes longer than grafting.

Can be as productive as grafting but takes much
longer.

Can’t use plastic foundation as most larger
operations do to save time.

Requires that you make a specialized frame with a queen
containment system in it to collect proper aged larvae.
This system works by trapping the queen in a plastic box with fake cells in it. She lays in the cells
and then once they have 24-hour old larvae in them you can remove the fake cells and put
them on a cell started frame to be inserted into a queenless cell builder colony.

This method, along with the Cell Punch
method are the closest to producing a
similar number of queen cells as
Grafting. Although both are slower.

Pros and Cons…
pros

cons

You don’t need to learn to graft with this method.

Requires a separate mating nuc.

You don’t need to guess at the proper aged
larvae with this method because it is timed from
the day you confine the queen in the box.

Requires purchasing of fairly expensive
proprietary equipment.

Can be as productive as grafting but takes
longer because sometimes queens are hesitant
to lay in the plastic cells.

Requires a lot of handling of the queen, which
can cause accidental death of queen.

Does NOT matter what type of foundation you use in your colonies.
This is the most popular method of queen rearing for commercial
queen rearers and breeders. For making lots of queens!
This method requires the manual removal of 24-hour old larvae from brood frames with a
specialized grafting tool. Then placing the larvae into queen cell cups, into a cell starter frame,
and then into a cell builder colony. Preferably queenless.

Pros and Cons…
pros

cons

Fast and Efficient

Requires a separate mating nuc.

Makes lots of Queen Cells

Requires some specific equipment, but not as
expensive as the Nicot system.

The most widely accepted method among
commercial queen breeders
Cheapest method for making hundreds or
thousands of Queen Cells
My preferred method to use at New River Honey
Bees.

Quick Recap comparing methods…
Walk-Away Splits, Cutting Cells, Alley Method, Notching, OTS Method, and the Miller Method
are all good methods if you want to make a low number of queens and are not making lots of
extras to sell. These methods are slow and not suitable for commercial queen rearing. You can
make maybe 30 queens or so per month with these methods. More if you are ambitious and
have enough colonies to support it!
Cell Punch and Nicot Methods are faster and more efficient. You can make a lot more queens
with these methods, requiring less bees to do so. But these two methods are still slow and time
consuming. Good for probably 100 queens or so per month.
If you want to be able to keep growing your operation and produce a high number of queens
per month Grafting (the Doolittle Method) is the best to use. You can make anywhere from 1 to
1000 queens or more per month, depending on the amount of colonies, time, and helpers you
have! This is the method I use at New River Honey Bees, and the most common method among
commercial queen producers.

Cell Punch, Nicot, and Grafting Methods all require that you
run a Cell Builder system of some sort…
Like most things in Beekeeping, there are lots of different ways to do this.

• Queenless Cell Builder (all in one)
• Cell Starter / Cell Finisher System
• Cloak Board Method
Just to name a few…

What I’ve found to work the best for me is the Queenless Cell Builder
system. This system requires one Queenless colony to start and
finish the cells. Then they are removed a few days before time to
emerge and placed in Mating Nucs or an Incubator

How I build and maintain my queenless cell builders…

I start with a regular 10 Frame Bottom Board
On top of that goes a 10 Frame Medium depth Super, filled with undrawn foundation frames.
On top of that goes a Queen Excluder
Next is a 10 Frame Deep hive body
I place this entire setup in the same spot as an already 10 Frame, Single Deep, Strong
Colony, with the entrance in the same location, moving the existing colony to the side, and
turning the entrance the opposite direction

Next, I find the Queen and cage her. Then I move all the contents of the existing strong 10
Frame, Single Deep, Colony into the new Cell Builder setup that I’ve made.
If there isn’t 8 Frames of Brood, I will find brood from other colonies and add it to make the 8
Shake remaining bees from old existing colony into the new Cell Builder, and
use caged queen to start a new nuc, requeen, etc.
When I’m finished building the new Cell Builder, it will have aged foraging bees flying back to
it because I placed it in the spot of an already strong colony. It will have 8 frames of brood
and be packed with bees. Specifically NURSE BEES. The more the better.
If there isn’t enough bees to suit me, I will shake more from frames of other colonies.
Being very careful not to shake a queen in the Cell Builder.

Sugar Syrup Feeder then goes on top. Cell Builders must be continuously fed for quality queens.

This colony will store a lot of nectar because it’s queenless. Once a week I will remove a
couple frames of honey and add a couple frames of brood from other colonies. Preferably
sealed and emerging brood. This keeps the numbers up, and lots of NURSE BEES.
The resulting colony should stay continuously packed with bees. NURSE BEES.

Your new Cell Builder should be at least this
packed, if not more.

Mating Nucs for colder climates..
After you have your cells built, you’ll need to get those new queens mated. I’ve tried lots
of different mating nucs, and here is what I’ve found works the best for MY climate / area.

Either a 2 or 3 Frame Deep Mating nuc
that you can build yourself.

OR a double 3 Frame Deep Polystyrene Hive.
This one is a 6 Frame Deep with a divider
board.

Sugar Syrup Feeding…
This is pretty location dependent, but if you are planning to raise a lot of
queens in West Virginia, then you will need to feed heavily to give your
bees the proper nutrition to raise queens
A Hive Top feeder of some sort works best for me!

Pollen Feeding…

A community dry pollen feeder works
best for me… Placed a couple
hundred yards away from any nearby
colonies…

Overwintering Nucs…
If you are planning to overwinter nucs for sustainability in our colder climate, I highly
recommend a Polystyrene 6-Frame Deep Nuc. I’ve had the best luck with these overwintering
consistently in my area.

Other things you will need…

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Queen Cages
JZ-BZ Cell Cups (if grafting)
JZ-BZ Cell Bars (if grafting – or you can make your own)
Pollen Patties (be careful when using if you have SHB)
Dry Pollen Sub
Lots of Sugar
Grafting Tools
Magnifier Glasses and a bright LED flashlight
Frame Holder for Grafting (you can buy or make)
Queen Rearing Frame(s)
Maybe Riteway Shipper Boxes for large queen orders

Battery Box for Queen Shipping

Stay away from these. They easily overheat
and kill queens in shipping. Only use in cool
weather.

Recommended Books…

https://amzn.to/30Ku4Vq

https://amzn.to/37ms8oy

https://amzn.to/30M0qPy

Closing thoughts…

Get a good queen rearing mentor in your
area that you can learn from hands-on!

Take Classes specific to what you want to
learn from instructors in similar climates!

